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Soprano Sings
At L-A Concert
On November 12

Student

BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, NOVEMBER 5, 1958

Rob Players

Next Wednesday evening Miss
Beverly Bower, soprano for the
New York City Opera Company
will sing at the Lewiston-Auburn
Community Concert at the Lewiston High School Gymnasium.
Miss Bower made her debut
with the New York troupe in the
spring of 1956, taking the part
of Violetta in "La Traviata." She
immediately won the plaudits of
the New York critics for her performance.
Sings In Fort Worlh
This season Miss Bower will
also be featured with the Fort
Worth Opera Company, when
she travels there to sing Pamina
in "The Magic Flute."
In her career as a singer Miss
Bower has been in demand for
both opera and concert appearances. She was formerly a regular star of the Philadelphia
Opera Company.
Appears On TV
As a soprano she has sung
many times on radio and television. While in Philadelphia
Miss Bower had a nightly program on the NBC station. She
has appeared on such television
shows as Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts and the Dave Garroway Show.
All Bates students may attend
this concert with the tickets they
received last week.

WUS Drive Opens
With Chapel Address
By NANCY GOLDTHWAITE
The annual World University
Conference Drive will open next
Monday morning, with an address in Chapel by Raymond P.
Arvio, regional WUS executive.

Carol Peterson and Bradley Butler rehearse for their parts in
Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest" being
produced by the Robinson Players.
(Photo by van Burke)

Alumni Enjoy Weekend Of
Back - To - Bates Activities

By Subscription

ers at the regional assembK
were made by the Bates delegates. These will be available for
use by other colleges in New
England, and will be broadcast
over WRJR FM soon.

The WUS Advisory Board
At 7:00 p.m. on November ID comprised of representatives oi
there will be a meeting in the leading campus organizations
Skelton Lounge of Chase Hall for i urees students to read the WUS
women's C.A. dorm representa- literature which will be distribtives, men's WUS solicitors, and uted before they make their1
all members of the CA larger pledges. WUS representative. cabinet. (Students are reminded will visit students' rooms during
that anyone who has worked the week of November 10 to
leav.
with the C.A. this year in any answer questions and
capacity is a member of this pledge cards. These cards shoulit
be returned to the representacabinet.)
Arvio will speak at this meet- tive before November 24, but th( ■
ing and interpret the workings pledges may be paid at any tim.before March 31.
of WUS. Following this there
will be a general discussion of' Urge Support
the WUS regional assembly i Remember that this is the onI>
held at Harvard recently. Sever- j fund-raising drive on the Bati al representatives of the various j campus. The success of the $150(
interested organizations of cam- '< goal for this year depends entirePus- including tlje CA religious | ly on the interest and support o!"
groups, and the STUDENT, at-j every student. Let's get behind
tended this assembly.
i it!
,
Broadcast Speeches
Linda Tanner, chairman of the
drive, announces that tape recordings of three major addresses by outstanding national lead-

By JAN BAKER
On Saturday afternoon at 4
The spirit of Homecoming p. m., the Women's Athletic Asfilled the Bates campus last sociation held an Alumni Coffee
weekend as Alumni and friends Hour at Chase Hall. Seniors, parof the college arrived for the ents, and alumni had a chance to
1958 Back - to - Bates Weekend. meet together and renew friendGraduates of the college enjoyed ships and to discuss the exciting
reliving dorm memories, seeing plays of the football game.
familiar faces in the Den, and Presents Chapel Service
experiencing, the many facets of
One of the highlights of any
campus life which are a part of Back-to-Bates Weekend is the
Held For
Bates.
dance on Saturday night. This
The weekend officially began year's dance featured the music
Parents of the seniors will
on Friday night with the singing of Lloyd Rafnell and his or(visit the Bates campus this
of the Alma Mater at 8:00 by chestra. Colorful streamers and
weekend to become acquainted
Bates alumni, friends, and stu- amusing posters provided the
with each other and the event>
dents all over the country. High- background for an enjoyable
On Monday, November 10. of a typical college weekend. Th<
Ghostly Ghouls Gather lighting the Back-to-Bates rally evening.
Bates
College will be host to the officers of the senior class have
that evening were original songs
At 9 a. m. on Sunday the
arranged a very informal proAt Witches' Cauldron rendered by the Senior Class in Christian
Association presented Annual Conference of Maine Sogram.
cial
Scientists.
form of toasts to the four the traditional Back-to-Bates
In Off-Campus Dance the
Highlighting the weekend Will
Maine colleges. Principal speak- Chapel Service. The Reverend
Professors of history, governThrills and chills will be lurk- ers were Coach Robert Hatch and Meredith Handspicker '54 deliv- ment, economics, and sociology be the football game with Colby.
ing in every nook and cranny Robert Chumbook '55, former ered the sermon. Music was pro- from the University of Maine. A special section of the grandfrom 8-11:45 p.m. Saturday eve- captain of the Bobcat football vided by the Chapel Choir.
Bowdoin, Colby, and Bates meet stand will be provided so. th:t.-t
ning in the Chase Hall ballroom squad,
On Sunday afternoon the Out- each year at one of the four col- the seniors and their parentswhen the Men's Off-Campus Or- Hold Open House
ing Club held an informal Open leges. This year Gorham State] may enjoy the contest together.
ganization will sponsor a dance
After the rally an Open House House at Thorncrag Cabin from Teachers College and Farming- j Hold Coffee Hour
of "Horror."
was held at Chase Hall. This 2-5 p. m. Here Bates students ton State Teachers College have
Following the game there will
The Rhythm Lads, making event, sponsored by the Chase and their friends had a chance to been included in the conference.
be a coffee hour in Chase Hali
their first appearance at Bates, Hall Dance, provided an oppor- enjoy an afternoon of bright
Extends Welcome
under the direction of Barbara
will conjure music vibrating tunity for dancing, refreshments, crisp sunshine and to talk over
Farnham. This will allow parThe
conference
opens
at
1
with sinister overtones. Refresh- and meeting of old friends.
the events of another exciting
ents and students to thaw out
p.
m.
with
registration
and
a
ments will also be served.
Homecoming Weekend.
coffee hour in Chase Hall. Dr. and socialize
Require Scorpion Leg
Stu-C Makes Plans
Rayborn L. Zerby. dean of the
Parents will be welcomed fre
Admission will be 35c per
faculty, and Dr. John C. Donovan of charge to the Chase Hall danc.
For
Annual
Banquet,
Frosh
Students
Elect
person and the left hind leg of
will then welcome the group in Saturday evening. This function
a scorpion. Seniors' parents on Supervises Election\Wilsotl As President the Filene Room.
is sponsored by the Off-Campus
campus for Parents' Day activiAt 2:30 p. m. Dr. Peter P. Jon- students and
will have a
Last
week's
Student
Council
j
In
Chase
Hall
Vote
ties will be admitted free.
itis and Dr. Theodore P. Wright, "spooky" Halloween theme.
meeting was spent planning the
Come, bring your favorite freshman elections which were, Edmund Wilson was elected Jr., will discuss the political and
_ , , _
, „
Campbell, secretary ol
ghoul, and dance to the sound held yesterdav.
i President °f the Freshman Class sociological observations of the |the******
cIass has
Middle East turmoil. Following I
been encouraged by
and theme of "Horror."
Tomorrow evening the Annual jin yesterday's balloting held in
the
answers to the invitations.
the
talks
there
will
be
informaL
tho chase Hal1
Freshman Recognition Banquet j
basement,
departmental discussions, a busi- Parents have a^eptcd eagerly
will be hold in Rand Hall for all | Serving as class vice-president ness meeting, and a social hour, °r have expressed regret at not
Bates Directories freshmen. This provides an op-;wi" bc David Boone. Carol
being able to attend.
portunity for the men to meet j Peterson is the new secretary Discusses Negro Leadership
Bates directories will be
their class officers and Sbu-C while Sharon Fowler was elected
Dinner will be served to the
sold at the College Bookstore
representatives.
I treasurer. In the contest for Stu- group at the Dew*itt Hotel. The i Competitive Skiing
through Saturday of this
The agenda for tonight's meet- dcnt Council William Lersch conference will be brought to a
week. These leaflets contain
All students interested in
ing will include a discussion on will be the frosh representa- close with a speech by Dr. Frantive.
the name, address and box
discipline and drinking policy.
competitive skiing during the
cis L. Broderick of the history
These students will represent department at Phillips Exeter
The matter of hazing aside from
number of all students as
winter months should conthe traditional Haze Day activi- the class through March. 1959 Academy on "Changing Patterns
well as faculty and administact Walter Neff. Room 103,
tics will be investigated. All in- j when the All-Campus Elections of Negro Leadership."
tration listings. Price is 35c
Smith North as soon as posDr. Donovan is chairman of
terested students are invited to. will be held to determine the
per copy.
sible.
I attend.
'new officers.
this year's gathering.

Game Highlights
Senior Weekend
Ba tes Welcomes
Parents
Social Sciences'
Ann ual Meeting

o
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Bechtel Sees Authoritarian
Type As Society Menace
By PRISCILLA CHARLTON
"The present menace to our
A-ay of democratic life is just the
plain man who supports a dictator," stated Professor Leland P.
3echtel in chapel last Friday.
Prof. Bechtel finds this menace
vii the so-called authoritarian
man. He described this person as
.i "conformist to middle class
ideas and standards to the decree that he is compulsive and
irrational about it." He finds security in merging with the
rrowd and cannot tolerate differences from the group either in
"limself or in others. "Such people," noted Bechtel. "are reduced
'.o sheep-saluting a dictator."

ing little imagination in new situations. They tend to follow the
accustomed patterns instead of
adopting new and better habits.
They, however, are "phony conservatives. On the surface they
conform to conventional ideas,
but underneath hate tradition."

WRJR Log

Reporters Discuss Future
Shifts In Political Power

Comments about WRJR's first
week of programming would
come under the category of fairly successful. There's room for
In Citizenship Laboratory on
improvement and every effort is October 30, a panel consisting of
being made to smooth out rough Edward Penley, editorial writer,
surfaces. The staff extends apol- for the Lewiston Daily Sun; Edogies to the dormitories who are ward Schlick, political reporter
not hearing our "Voice."
for the Sun; and Prof. John
More converters will be in-1 Donovan, discussed Maine State
stalled at those crucial spots, or politics.
The group first discussed
adjustments in the present system will be made as soon as whether the political pattern in
equipment is available. In the Maine was any indication of a
meantime, please bear with the I national trend. Penley suggested
static and interference on your | that the rise of the Democratic
AM band. By the way, FM recep- party was partly due to their
"bright new personality" while
tion is tops!
some candidates simply rode to
Wulff Heads Staff
victory on Muskie's coat-tail.
j Heading the engineering staff
Moreover, the Democratic party
is Allan Wulff '62, newly elected
is associating itself with policies
chief engineer. Wulff, an FCC liwhich it knows the people want,
censed 1st Class Engineer, is reby using pre-campaign polls, and
sponsible for training students to the Republican's slate is becom] operate the controls. Just "off the ing poorer in contrast.
cuff," the two feminine engineers,
Pinky Wheatley '61 and Marie Condradicts Saying
Blunda '59 are proving that enThe Democrats have laid down
gineering is not solely a man's a good organizational foundafield.
tion by setting up permanent

Stems From Childhood
"It has been found that much
of the authoritarian personality
developed from an unhappy
childhood," affirmed the speaker.
"Such a person generally comes
from a family in which the parents dominated the child." The
child not being allowed to express his opinions or ideas has
become accustomed to depend on
the leadership of others.
Sees Unfriendly World
After stating that tests have
Further, the authoritarian sees
•.he world as menacing and un- found that "ten per cent of the
friendly. He believes that an at- j population of the United States
mosphere exists where "man is is of the authoritarian type, and
•.gainst man. and men are stupid twenty per cent have the seeds of
and selfish. In such a world one becoming such persons," Bechtel
must find a protector." These quoted from the report of Philip
men must find a leader, so are Jacob of the University of
•asily persuaded to follow a die- Pennsylvania. The report denies
lator who offers security. This the myth of "college liberalism."
Header will be "followed as long "The belief that college students
as he is powerful. Upon losing change their thinking due to edhis power, he will be succeeded ucation in general is untrue.
They leave with the same moral
Approximately 75 new scholby a new and stronger man."
arships from the United States
Bechtel sees these men as hav- standards."
government for study in Latin
Discusses Study
America
have been added to
However, Bechtel reports that
studies have shown that there is, those currently offered for 195960 under the Inter-American
The German Club, Die Deut- in certain schools, a slight ten- ,.
Cu]tur
dency
toward
more
democratic
,
^ Convention Program.
sche Verein, will meet at 8:30
These
scholarships provide for
thinking
in
upperclassmen.
He
p.m. on November 11, at Prof.
Buschmann's house at 227 Col-, attributes this "not to education study in a variety of fields in 12
but to the characteristics of the Latin-American countries, and
lege Street. ''
include round-trip transportaschool."
At the meeting, Frederick Gration, tuition and maintenance for
ham will speak about the House
one academic year.
of Fugger, German songs will be
Applicants, who will be asked
WAA
Names
Teams
sung, and refreshments will be
served. Anyone who is taking For Volleyball; Start for a summary of their reasons
for wishing to participate in the
German 201 or a higher German
course is eligible to attend.
Games Next Monday program, can obtain information
from the Institute of InternationBates Barristers will meet at
Bad weather cannot stop the al Education, 1 East 67th Street,
5:30 p.m. Sunday in Chase Hall next season sport, volleyball. New York City. Requests for apfor a supper meeting. Allison Starting November 10, there will plications must be post-marked
Dunham of the University of be four games a week in Rand before December 31, 1958.
Chicago law faculty will be guest Gym, Monday through Thursday.
Note Openings For Women
speaker. A former law secretary
The combined dorm teams are
Various overseas positions are
to Justice Stone, he is well Hacker, Chase; Wilson, Frye;
known in the field of property Mitchell, Town; Cheney; Whit, available for women in secretarlaw.
Milliken; Smurd I; Smurd II; and ial and teaching fields.

party headquarters, hiring a fulltime executive secretary, and
publishing a monthly magazine,
added Schlick. He also noted that
Democratic registrations seem to
be increasing while Republican
registrations remain static, because the Democrats have only
recently began to provide candidates worthy for office.
Schlick pointed out that Muskie's sweeping local victory in
1956, and Eisenhower's strong
national election in the same
year contradicted the familiar
saying, "As Maine goes, so goes
the nation."

Discuss Labor Funds
When asked if they thought it
was wise to use national affairs
as campaign issues, both Penley
and Schlick agreed tfiat it is
permissible, but the people in a
state election are naturally more
interested in local issues. A recent Gallup Pole confirms their
view.
In answer to the question
about the legitimacy of using labor union funds in political campaigns. Penley claimed that the
unions did not even have much
money to spend on campaigns.
both in regular subjects and in National and local newspapers
religious education, and as ad- often exaggerated these stories.
ministration, should contact Rev. Notes Future Of Maine
W. W. Parkinson, Director, MissBoth newspaper men agreed
ionary Society, 152 Madison Ave- that the future of Maine politics
nue, N. Y. C. 16.
is hard to determine at present.

U.S. Offers Scholarships
For Latin American Study

Calendar

Professional training is available for selected women in the
Army Medical Specialist Corps.
This group is composed of dietititians, occupational therapists,
physical therapists, and young
women who are preparing for
these
Professions.
Interview Co-eds

Whichever party receives strong,
active leadership will reach the
top. The balance could swing
either way at the present time.
"The people want quality and
progress, and they're going to get
it," asserted Penley.
Schlick agreed that strength
depends upon the party that best
overcomes its weak points and
pressed its advantages. The race
is close because "the Democrats
are not at the peak, yet the Republicans are not fighting."

Women who are interested
should make an appointment at
the Guidance and Placement Office to speak with Mary E. Frazee, Army Medical Specialist
Corps Counselor for the North- iiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiHiiri'iaiiniiiiiiii'iiiiiimimiiiiiiiMiiiBiiBiiiiiiiiiiioiinpiiiiiiiiiM
eastern United States. She will
be on campus Thursday, November 6, from noon until 4:00 p. m.

I PRISCILTA"!
Friday, Saturday. Sunday

Rand. Each of these groups will
A representative of the Interbe able to play once a week and national Cooperation Administhe season will extend to tration will be in Portland,
Christmas vacation.
Thursday, November 6, through
Friday, November 14, to interNeed Six Players
view those interested in twoA minimum of only six players year appointments as secretaries
Nearest the College
is needed for each team to play in the Far and Near East, and in
so there should be no forfeits. In Africa.
DINING
COCKTAIL
Smurd on their mantel over the
ROOM
LOUNGE
Miss Frances Stokes, who will
fire place, is the volleyball
interview
applicants
between
plaque for winning last year's
Tel. 4-5491
tournament. This trophy will be 8:30 a. m. and 5:00 p. m„ will be
at the Maine Employment Securgiven to the winners this year.
ity Commission, 500 Forest AveThe schedule of games this
nue, Portland. Evening hours
week is:
may also be arranged by calling
Monday, Hacker, Chase vs. WilSPruce 2-0186. Those accepted
son, Frye
will receive, in addition to salTuesday, Mitchell, Town vs.
ary and housing accommodation, Thurs.. Fri.. Sat.:
Cheney
all transportation costs.
"THE GUN
Wednesday, Whit, Milliken vs.
Women interested in teaching,
Smurd I
RUNNERS"
Thursday, Rand vs. Smurd II
Audie Murphy
and
Ritz Theatre

DeWITT
HOTEL

Tonight
CA Vespers, Chapel
Tomorrow
Stu-C Freshman Recognition
Banquet, Fiske Dining Room,
Rand Hall, 5:30 p.m.
CA Frosh Discussion, Professors' Homes, 7:30 p. m.
Friday
Western Maine High School
Debate Clinic, 3-9:30 p.m.,
Pettigrew Hall
Colby Rally, 7 p.m., Skating
Rink
Saturday
Senior Parents Day
Football, Bates vs. Colby, 1:30
p. m., Garcelon Field
Off-Campus Dance, 8-11:45
p. m., Chase Hall Ballroom
"WHEN HELL
THURS. - SAT.—
Sunday
Chapel Schedule.
"LA PARISIENNE"
CA Student Conference, 2 - 9 Friday
BROKE LOOSE"
starring BRIGITTE BARDOT
p. m., Chase Hall
Prof. David Williams
- plus Monday
Monday
"MAN IN THE SHADOW"
Maine Social Science Division
Ray Arvio, Regional Executive
with Jeff Chandler Sun., Mon., Tue., Wed.:
Meeting, 1-5 p. m.
Secretary, World University
SUN.-TUES.—
"CHINA DOLL"
CA
Meeting.
Opening
of
Service
TWILIGHT FOR THE GODS
WUS Drive, 7-9 p.m., Skelton Wednesday
and
Rock Hudson
Lounge, Chase Hall
Rev. Edmund W. Nutting.
- and "TERROR
IN
Pastor, First Congregational
Tuesday
"KATHY-O"
TEXAS TOWN"
Church, Rockport, Mass.
Club Night
(Closed Every Wednesday)

strand

"The Kentuckian" \
Burt Lancaster
Diana Lynn

"Chicago
Confidential"
Brian Keith
Beverly Garland
j Friday
2 P. M.; 6:30 P. M. I
{ Sat. Continuous from 1 P.M. I
J Sun. Continuous from 3 P.M. I
■MHMMiiiiiimiimii! iiuiiiwiaii.iiii.i iiiiiamanii: .in imiii
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Posters Feature
Bates Memories
At Annual Ball

Debaters Go To M. I. T.?
Enter Special Tournament

Back-To-Bates Dance

Bates has received a special invitation to a Massachusetts Debate Tourney to be held at
M.I.T. on Saturday.
The topic for debate is "Resolved that further development
of nuclear weapons should be
prohibited
by
international
agreement." Robert Solomon and
Jack Simmons will discuss the
negative aspects while Malcolm
MacBain and Robert Viles will
uphold the affirmative side.
Holds Several Clinics
Bates College will be host to
Western Maine high school deHi-Ho's Entertain
baters on Friday. The Bates InDebating League
The Hi-Ho's, both the alumni Couples enjoy the music of Lloyd Rafnell and his orchestra terscholastic
will hold their annual discussion
group and the present campus
at the Back-to-Bates Dance.
(Photo by Snell) contest and debate clinic.
octet, presented a number of
After a briefing by Professor
lively arrangements. Their renBrooks Quimby, the participants
dition of such songs as "A'roving"
will break up into smaller groups
and "Mandy" provided delightof varsity and novice panels.
ful entertainment.
These discussions will be led by
Refreshments of sherbert
Bates students in the Argumenpunch and cookies were served.
From 2-9 p. m. next Sunday af- "What is the reason for mis- tation and Debate Class and will
The Chase Hall Dance Committernoon, the Christian Associa- sion?" "Why does the Church be evaluated by high school
tee were in charge of arrangetion
will sponsor a conference on exist?" "Where is its place in coaches.
ments for the evening.
the "Church and Its Mission To- this world?" "What does the loday" in Chase Hall. A team of cal college campus do about
Freshmen Discuss graduate students representing this?"
the Student Volunteer Move- Four Lead Discussions
Individual Problems ment, a unit of the National The S.V.W. team consists of Wednesday, Nov. 5
Council of Churches, will present four members. Dave Reed, a mis- 6:59 Sign on
Tomorrow Evening a forum type of program with sionary to Japan, is on leave 7:00 News
7:05 "Platter Personalities"
At 7:30 p. m. tomorrow even- plenty of "give and take." This studying for his doctorate at 7:30
"Guest Star"
Harvard
on
"The
Uniqueness
of
ing the Bates freshmen will is an interdenominational prowith Eddy Howard
Christ
in
the
Light
of
Other
ReI
gram.
meet at the homes of professors
7:45 "Here's To Veterans"
ligions."
Hans
Florin
of
Ger|
Such
questions
as
the
followfor informal discussions.
with Percy Faith and
ing are being considered: "What many is completing theological
These gatherings, sponsored by
Rosemary Clooney
does mission mean today?" "Has studies at Boston University and
the CA, serve a twofold purpose.
8:00
News
preparing
for
work
in
Africa.
the concept of mission changed?"
They give the freshmen a chance
C. T. John, a Lutheran Crusade 8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
to discuss any problems they
scholar
at Boston University, is 9.00 Symphony Hall
might have with others in their Exams Give Students working on his doctorate in 10:00 Sign off
class and it gives them an oppor- An Opportunity For mathematics and is a former Thursday, Nov. 6
tunity to meet the professors in
math professor in Kerala, India's 6:59 Sign on
Teaching Positions 'only
a more informal atmosphere.
Communist state. Richard 7:00 News
The National Teacher Exami- Deats, a Methodist graduate stu- 7:05 "Platter Personalities"
Upperclassmen Lead Groups
7:30 "Progressive Jazz: Take
Two upperclassmen are as- nations, prepared by the Educa- dent, is accompanying them.
One"
Harry Bailey
The afternoon session will take
signed to each group to help tional Testing Service, will be
and Pete Onksen
start the discussions and also to given at the various testing cen- place from 2 until 5 p. m., with
offer any help and advice to the ters on February 7, 1959. During a coffee break to provide re- 8:00 News
freshmen. Arrangements are be- this one day, candidates may take freshments and a chance to talk 8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
ing made by William Smith.
the common examinations and informally with the team mem- 9:00 News
one or two of the optional exam- bers. The evening session begins 9:05 Symphony Hall
inations designed to demonstrate at 7 p. m. and will continue until 10:00 Sign off
Friday, Nov. 7
mastery of the subject matter to 9 p. m.
6:59 Sign on
be taught.
7:00 News
More information, including
Religion Notes
7:05 "Platter Personalities"
sample test questions, and appli7:30
"Sports Digest"
cation forms can be obtained at
Judson Fellowship will meet
with Lou Brown
the Placement and Guidance Of- this Sunday at the parsonage, 336
fice. Completed applications with College Street, at 6:00 p.m. for 7:45 "Overseas Dateline"
with Fred Graham
the proper examination fees will a dinner meeting and group disbe accepted by the Educational cussion. One may register at 8:00 News
Testing Office up until January 9, Rand or Chase Hall bulletin 8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
1959.
*
boards. The cost is 50c a person.
Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
Clark's Drug Store
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
DRUGS
CHEMICALS
Mater can bring definite
At the annual Back-to-Bates
dance, students and returning
alumni spent a pleasant evening
dancing to the music of Lloyd
Rafnell and his orchestra.
Under a ceiling of red, white,
and pink streamers the dancers
beheld a "Gallery of Memories."
Subtle
drawings,
attractively
framed, lined the walls of the
Alumni Gymnasium. A significant phrase from the Bates Blue
Book or a well-known campus
expression captioned each drawing.

CA Sponsors Conference
Concerning Church Issues

This clinic is of value as it
'■ gives the participants a chance
I to hear debators from other
schools and to have their own
j talks criticized. Professor Quim! by, assisted by Anita Kastnei
and Sally Carroll, is conducting
the clinic.
On the following day the Interscholastic Debating Leaguewill travel to the Old Town Higr
I School were they will conduct 8
contest and clinic of the same
type for the secondary schools of
i Eastern Maine.
' Announces Frosh Debitors
Professor Quimby has anj nounced a list of the freshman
I debators. Members of the squar'
| include Michael Brooks, Richarrl
Carlson, Michael Davis, Richard
Geter, Grant Lewis, Nancy Luther, Harold Maloney, , Tiffan>
Pretlow, and Kenneth Washton
This is not final so that all interested should speak to Quimbv
soon. The first tourney is with
St. Anselms in Manchester, N. H.
on December 13.

WRJR Program

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

future tax advantages to
his wife and family.
Our experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
23 Offices Serving
the Heart of Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Maine

BIOLOGICALS

Modern Cleaners

Main St. at Bales St.

Campus Agents

Tel. 3-0031

WAYNE KANE
BILL HEIDEL

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

**
JEWELERS
SINCE 1859

wjccdGi

fgf iHinui* jt»n i. <■■■>.. can Main

50 Lisbon Street

Dial 4-5241

IVY LEAGUE
SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS
also

NEW FALL SLACKS
10% Student Discount

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S SHOP
136 Lisbon St.

Tel. 4-4141

Gibbs girls
get
top jobs

9:00 News
9:05 Symphony Hall
10:00 Sign off
Saturday, Nov. 8
6:59 Sign on
7:00 "Land of Dreams"
with Steve Thompson
and Alan Wulft
10:00 Sign off
Sunday. Nov. 9
1:00 Music for a Sunday Afternoon with Harry Bailey
3:00 Sunday Symphony
with Dave Burdelt
5:00 Sign off
6:59 Sign on
7:00 Your Sunday Operetta
with Lois Chapman
8:00 Music for a Sunday Night
with Ray Hendess
10:00 Sign off
Monday, Nov. 10
6:59 Sign on
7:00 News
7:05 "Platter Personalities"
7:30 "Sports Digest"
with Lou Brown
7:45 "Overseas Dateline"
with Fred Graham
8:00 News
8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
9:00 News
9:05 Symphony Hall
10:00 Sign off
Tuesday, Nov. 11
6:59 Sign on
7:00 News
7:05 College Bandstand
with Steve Thompson
7:30 "Reggie Sings"
7:45 "Guest Star"
with Don Cherrv
8:00 News
8:05 "Instrumental Interlude"
9:00 News
9:05 Symphony Hall
10:00 Sign off

For A
Special Course for College Women.
Residences. Write College Dean
for GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK.

Mri e
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BOSTON 16, MASSACHUSETTS, 21 Marlborough St.
NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK . . 230 Park Ave.
MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY . 33 Plymouth St
PROVIDENCE 6, RHODE ISLAND. 155 Angell St

Kosher Style Meal
or Evening Snack
GORDON'S
Serving Bates Students
For 24 Years
Home of Hot Pastromi
Sandwiches and Pizza
187 Main St. Tel. 3-1031
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The Yukon-Tiki

Editorials
Irrelevant Issues
Young Meredith Handspicker delivered a poignant message last Sunday morning concerning the incompetence, irrelevance and immaterialness of our Christian churches.
Striking out at churches in general, Handspicker described
some preachers as being very "assinine" in that they preach
on irrelevant issues, for example, why more than ever before more men are needed like Washington and Lincoln. The
second part of what he called "patented garbage" lies in the
stress which is placed on psycotherapy. A number of
churches have become "capsules of information on how to
avoid neurosis." Many preachers, according to Handspicker,
reserve their true Christian messages for special occasions,
such as Easter and Christmas. But the only relevant words
•vhich can be found are God's love for mankind; words which
Paul said, "cannot be improved upon."
Handspicker discussed the various ways churches seek
power and action. Many churches are competent in drawing
large crowds and activity through pot-luck suppers, weekly
talks to the men's group by the local football coach, and
>)ingo games. Churches would rather teach us how to tolerate than how to accept other human beings, remarked the
young Bates graduate. "The parish activities of many of our
ohurches are an obscene parody."
Evade True Message
By evading the issues, churches are acting as social gatherers. Modern day churches have good programs mostly
stressing the theme of how to win friends, influence people,
be successful in life, and remain healthy and hardy. Handspicker's talk boiled down to one point: Churchmen and
-.hurchgoers are afraid to face the issues.
What relevance is there to the Christian mission and our
Wednesday chapel talks? Many of them seem to evade the
irue message of the Christian faith. There was, though, an
exception, which can serve as a very good pattern for other
speakers. Miss Lavinia Schaeffer, although not ordained by
jny church, gave a stirring lesson on' Love. Many chapel
speakers can derive a lesson from her.
We students often protect ourselves from the relevance of
religious and moral questions to our daily life, by stating
'hat they are too personal for public discussion. Politicians
:an always escape religious and moral issues by replying that
they prefer not to have politics and religion mix. But this
>easoning illustrates the point that many are afraid to exploit
'he real issues of our times.
There is little significance in having preachers sermonize
jn how we can become like Lincoln and Washington. What
is important is how we can become like Christ? Is it the real
mission of parochial schools to fight for public support of
school buses? Is the only function of a church that of a social
organization?
The Relevant Issues
It is not so important how wealthy Rockefeller and Harrioian are, but rather their views on certain issues. Politicians
who were elected yesterday should have been so in terms of
'.heir attitudes on certain issues, rather than who was richer,
younger, educated at Harvard, or came out of the war a hero.
Newspapermen, radio and TV announcers seem to disregard
• he main issues of our time and supplement them with trivial, sensational news on divorces, crime, and murder.
He feels that one of the hardest tasks a true Christian has to
deal with, whether he be a businessman, a local or national
(eader, or a college student, is to face the real issues squarely,
and to think and act for himself, regardless of scorn and
ridicule.
We agree with Reverend Handspicker that we ought to
discard the incompetent, irrelevant, and immaterial issues
not only of our Christian churches, but in every phase of life,
and face the truth with relevant thought, reason and action.
D.S.
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Best wishes to engaged Barbara Smith '59 and Kennison McIntosh of New Bedford Tech.
I only get mail from my
mother and crackpot. You
lose the bet. Hal!
Was it a banquet for the whole
student body with the fruit cocktail?? Thank you, Mr. Ramsey.
We'd like that every Monday
night.

Letter To The Editor
To the Editor:
About this time of year, shortly before sadistic Sadie is due
to strike, we look forward to
getting our new Bates Directory
which we can pore over by the
hour. (Not too much plot but a
lot of real characters.)
'
The beautiful color pictures of
campus landmarks on the cover
and the clear printing inside
have added to our enjoyment of
this most important publication
— or did! Same price but no
cover picture, and inside, tiny
photo-offset typewriting instead
of printing.
Laugh At Listings
After having a good laugh
upon finding that the listings
jumped from C to K (Cooke to
Krause) in the middle of our
copy due to an indeterminate
number of missing pages, other
odd facts became noticeable . . .
Since when does Bates have a
co-ed dorm? Are we to believe
that Charlie Meshako and one
Joan Mickelson both live in
"Chase"?
Or could it be that the editors
have failed to differentiate between Chase Hall and Chase
House? Another amusing mistake
though the victimized person
might not agree, is that the typist after doing eleven Smiths in
a row had the habit so firmly
implanted in her mind that she
changed Phil Snell's name to
Smith to make it an even dozen.
But maybe I'm asking too
much. Perhaps I should just be
thankful that the spurious "o"
inserted in my first name in last
year's edition has been dropped.
Carl Tobie '59
See Our

Selection of Diamonds

By BONNIE RICHMAN
(Continued from last week)
One day it was Joe's birthday.
A cake was in order, and of
course it must be a surprise!
Anore spent the day quietly
whittling a graceful bowl (its
loveliness wasn't lessened by the
fact that it looked forward to a
future of toast and jelly) and I
faced the problem of secretly
baking a biscuit-mix cake in a
frying pan. It's hard to keep a
secret on a raft, but Joe was
properly amazed when we gave
him his party.
The little canoe we towed
proved valuable in helping us
avoid "raft fever." The exercise
possible for nine people on a
small raft is limited, but we
could paddle ashore and explore
a bit, then hop back in the canoe
and catch up with the raft. We
would usually take a bucket on
these jaunts to get fresh clear
water from a tributary stream —
we had had to dump our barrel
of chlorinated water to lighten
the load when we were "hung
up" on a sandbar.
Climb Mountains
Camping each night gave us
a chance to climb neighboring
mountains in the morning, or to
race along the hard-packed silt
beach. Luckily, as we had no
shelter, it never rained at night.
When it did rain one long afternoon we covered our things with
tarps and played "Geography"
sitting on the deck in our
slickers.
The people of Rampart had
heard about our trip on "Tundra
Topics" radio program and they
gathered to watch as we pulled
into their village early one evening. Excitement ran high among
the rafters. We would row our
unwieldy craft ashore skillfully
and show them what a capable
crew we were! Somewhere
something went wrong with this
scheme and we began to get
real punchy. We gave up all pretense of being worthy seamen,
and pulled into Rampert like a
crazy bunch of giddy college
kids.
Bruce had the marvelously insane idea of putting the 100 feet
of heavy tow rope into the canoe
and paddling ashore to tie up; it
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

looked as though he were trying to pull the raft in with the
tiny boat. I stood at the bow
with a sounding pole, bawling
"Mark Twain," and Bill panned
for gold off the stern while the
rest of the kids struck up a
chorus of "Michael, Row the
Boat Ashore." At Rampart we
bought those long awaited candy bars from a fat, bedroomslippered store - keeper, then
spent the night in a hut that had
belonged to the author, Rex
Beech, a contemporary of Jack
London.
The rapids below Rampart
were a disappointment. As we
followed instruction to "keep to
the left of Rock Island", the
YUKON-TIKI bounded over the
rushing water like a cork. We
weren't impressed!
Enthusiasm Runs Rampant
Enthusiasm was rampant as
we neared Tanana; in honor of
the occasion I put on socks and
replaced grubby jeans with a
skirt. What would the town be
like? Could we sell the raft as
we'd planned? And then what?
Dusk cloaked the arrival of the
YUKON-TIKI at the booming
little village on the junction of
the Tanana and Yukon rivers. It
was the biggest town we'd seen
since Fairbanks; there were even
several cars on the dusty milelong road.
Of course, river and air transportation far outstripped the
autos, and Tana boasted a real
airport with radio tower and
paved runways. A square dance
was under way in the community
hall for the youngsters who
would fly back next day to Mt.
Edgecomb High School about
eight hundred miles away. We
were invited, and met many people who knew our friends in
Beaver. That last night we slept
on the raft under the shimmering aurora borealis.
Sell Raft
Since Tananians don't find it
profitable to leave well-paying
government or construction jobs
to cut their own firewood, we
sold the raft quicky next morning. The buyer wanted it up on
the beach, so we waded into the
water, disassembled it and carcontinued on page five)
by Dick Bibler
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Jackman Discusses
"The Galloping Head"
By J. CURRY
Dr. Sydney Jackman, history
professor on our fair campus, has
recently published a book, The
Galloping Head, the biography of
Sir Francis Bond Head. Sir Francis was a man well known in
English history, but his personal
life was unknown to most Englishmen.
The Galloping Head is unique
in that it is the first book in which
an author has used the personal
papers of Sir Francis. Dr. Jackman started a study about Sir
Francis Bond Head in preparation for his doctorate, and he
eventually enlarged it to the
complete biography in book form.
Go** The Rounds
Dr. Jackman had what he calls
an "adventure" when he set out
to get his book published after it
had been written. First he sent
his manuscript to a Canadian
publishing house. Six months
later, he received a letter of regret in which the publishing
house stated that they couldn't
use the manuscript per se, but
offered to pay for the resource
material Dr. Jackman had collected.
Somewhat miffed by this offer,
Dr. Jackman then sent his manuscript to an English friend who
in turn found a publisher in
Britain. Contracts were signed,
and Dr. Jackman settled down
for another long wait.
States Problems
Finally he received a letter
that heralded the financial failure of the English publishing
house. After many letters and
telegrams, the slightly panicked
professor persuaded the editor of
the destitute publishing house to
find another publisher. More contracts were signed, and another
long wait ensued.
When Dr. Jackman made a
visit to his homeland in 1957, he
decided to drop in on the editor
of the firm which was publishing
his book. At first he was put off
by the editor's secretary until he
explained exactly who he was.
The secretary disappeared into
the inner offices and from the
waiting room Dr. Jackman could
hear an incredulous voice exclaim, "But good God! that man's
supposed
to be
in
North
America!" Eventually the company got the book on the market.
Shows Usefulness
Dr. Jackman considers The
Galloping Head to be his "child,"
and he loves the feel of picking
up and holding that actual,

„ The Yukon-Tiki
(Continued from page four)
ried or rolled the logs into a
neat stack. This exhausting job
took a few hours, but we had
time to spare before the scheduled air liner came in from
Kotzebue with its crowd of
tourists returning to the states
via Fairbanks.
The giant plane taxied up the
runway to the control tower.
Lugging a forty-pound pack with
a battered sunbonnet over my
"rustic" braids, and my out-atthe-toe-and-heel sneakers, I fell
a bit conspicuous as I entered its
bejeweled and perfumed company from "Outside." But the
boys carrying guns as well as
packs, made me feel almost civilized: it was quite obvious 111 'y
hadn't had a shave or hair-cut
in three months. As they sol-

72en 'DaadteA

It's time to wake up — it's
time to begin the day! That's
what an alarm clock's ringing
usually means. Is that what it
tangible something which he has
meant in chapel Friday — or was
created. Cirtics' barbs can't spoil
it time to finish? Only the myshis sense of accomplishment.
terious elf knows what it really
"The Galloping Head would
meant.
make an excellent Christmas
Must have been fun for
present for an uncle," says Dr.
the fourth floor Smurdetts
Jackman. Most of the copies will
be sold in England, as the author
when they all "baby sat" last
states that biographies are to
weekend.
Any questions
Britons as Civil War novels are
asked, girls, or congratulato Americans.
tions to be offered???
Dr. Jackman's future plans inThe weekend proved to be
clude another book which will
quite
exciting for all, one way or
consist of five essays about five
another
— it was great to see so
different women who have playmany
alumni
and old Batesy stued an important part in religious
affairs. He is also contemplating dents back on the campus.
The "Home of Champions"
an "academic detective story" in
seems to have moved lately
a boarding school setting which
guess it's in the best place
will involve the murder of a
now — at least in that dorm's
member of the faculty. We asopinions! 11
sume it is not an autobiography.

FIVE

Walsh Works For Ph.D.;
Studies Drama, Religion

By ADRIENNE DRIBEN
Dwight Walsh, a professor
of Cultural Heritage, is another
new member of the Bates faculty.
For many years, Walsh was a
resident of Michigan, and both
he and his wife received their
bachelor degrees from the University of Michigan.
After graduating from the
University of Michigan, Walsh
and his wife left the state and
moved to New York, where he
attended Union Thelogical Seminary and received his bachelor
of Divinity degree. He then dedicated himself to working and
helping out in slum areas in
Brooklyn, which proved not only
interesting, but also provided
him with the necesasry experience of understanding and teaching people.
Dwight Walsh
Holds Position As Minister
This experience gave Walsh
a sound foundation and proved
itself to be a great asset for his
subsequent experience, which
was his position as a minister in
Albany. After doing this ministerial work for four years, Walsh
By EUNICE DIETZ
thing left would be the primeval World University Service, the pursued his education further at
On October 17 and 18, Bates slime and from that the whole assembly divided into small the Harvard Graduate School
sent eight delegates to the Re- process of evolution could begin groups for further discussion on where he has been working on
the subject. The problem was his doctorate degree for the past
gional Assembly of the New Eng- all over again.
raised as to how the American three years.
land World University Service, Students Need Viewpoints
Dr. Gallagher felt that it was student could feel an inward
where approximately 100 stuDuring the summers Walsh
dents from the colleges and Uni- up to the national and world pressure to contribute to WUS. and his wife have directed a
versities of New England gath- policies to avert such a conflict It was generally felt that Amer- church camp, but for the past
ered for the purpose of exchang- of nuclear weapons. And stu- ican students need a reason for few years he has occupied himing ideas on how they could make dents need a fulcrum from which everything, a reason to be aware self during summers and vacathe World University Service a they can take a definitive view- of the painful existing conditions tions with the writing, directing
pertinent force on their cam- point on this matter. The big of other countries which need and producing of his own plays.
puses. We met at the First Con- question is what can students do? American help desperately.
I These plays are religious in conThe cynic replies that the av- text and have been presented
gregational Church in Cambridge, We are responsible for the choice
we make in those situations erage American — or anyone for successfully at Harvard GraduMassachusetts.
that matter — does not care ate School and in various other
Friday evening saw the open- where we must choose.
WUS is peculiar in that it is about that which does not touch church and college groups in the
ing of the conference with a dinner and welcome addresses. The the only world university service him personally. However it is up Massachusetts and New York
speaker of the evening was Dr. composed of students and profes- to each individual to cultivate areas. In fact, Walsh is preBuell G. Gallagher, president of sors operating in all countries an awareness and appreciation paring his thesis for his doctorate
the City College of New York (except behind the Iron Curtain) and realization of things that do degree on the close relationship
and the national chairman of the working for the common good not touch him and then act ac- between "Drama and Religion."
U. S. World University Service. and engaged in an international cordingly.
Works On Thesis
Dr. Gallagher Speaks
enterprise. Through WUS stu- Discuss Approach To Sharing
At present, Walsh occupies
After a brief coffee break, the
Dr. Gallagher's topic was "Stu- dents have the chance to do
himself with his family, working
dents Have an Opportunity in a something unselfish by contri- delegates again divided into laboriously on his thesis for his
Nuclear Age." Beginning, Dr. buting to the needs of those stu- small groups based on the size doctorate degree, and teaching
Gallagher illustrated the de- dents who lack the necessary of their respective colleges or junior and senior Cultural Heristruction that would occur in the things for a higher education, universities to discuss "What tage courses. In fact the only obevent of an explosion of a such as books, housing facilities can our campus do to educate stacle that Walsh finds displeascobalt-hydrogen bomb: "Einstein and proper lighting, and ade- students for international under- ing in his new circumstances as
wasn't too pesismistic — long be- quate health care. We, as stu- standing and sharing?"
a professor in a Maine college is,
We can appeal to you as stufore his death — about the de- dents .who have so much already,
as he says, "this miserable Maine
struction of mankind." Einstein can strike a blow for world peace dents that students alone give weather!"
figured that about two-thirds of that really counts when we work to the World University Service.
Saturday evening after dinner, them what they want. These peomankind would be wiped out in for or contribute to WUS, Dr.
the final address was delivered ple want higher standards of
the more populous regions. The Gallagher concluded.
by the Honorable Christopher H. living.
other one-third would be those Discuss Health Problems
The United States, Mr. Phillips
Later that evening the WUS Phillips, United States Represenin the less civilized areas such as
certain parts of Africa, and as delegates gathered at the Inter- tative on the Economic and So- proposed, has an international
they progressed, they could send national Student Center for an cial Council of the United Na- responsibility. Our policy is
tions. The subject of address was against poverty, despotism, and
out expeditions and start civili- open house.
zation all over again.
Saturday morning we sat in on "Realizing Opportunities in a chaos. We have to create condiHowever, Dr. Gallagher went a panel of visiting experts from Growth of International Respon- tions in which people can exist
more favorably. Foreign Aid is
>n to say. that immediately be- Egypt, Mexico, Africa, South East sibility."
to help those underdeveloped
fore his death Einstein felt that Asia, and the Union of South Phillips Delivers Final Address
Mr. Phillips stated that we countries become self-sustaining.
all population would be wiped Africa. Their topic was "An ExThe strength of the free world
into
Problems
of have to live with the Atom;
out in the force of the new de- ploration
structive powers that are being Health" in their countries. From therefore, let's be friendly with and the peace pacts have so far
discovered every day. The only WUS's earliest start the health of it and use it for the benefit of been adequate forces against the
students and faculty was its cen- mankind. Most people are awake communist aggression, Mr. Philemnly filed down the corridor ter interest. The panel gave us to the great possibilities of this lips pointed out.
they looked like a group of Aire- views of the health problems in new age of economic prosperity Challenges Students
dales competing for Best in localized areas.
and progress, he felt, and that
Another point he mentioned in
Show.
At the lunch address, Dr. many nations have just awak- his address was the fact that
Eat "Real" Food On Plane
Frank P. Graham, United Na- ened recently from a slumbrous Russia contributes only one-fifHappily for us, dinner was tions Representative for India slavedom. His question is this: teenth of what the U.S. does to
served on the plane — the first and Pakistan, asserted that will the people of these new na- the U.N. General Fund. A final
"real" food we'd had since we'd "WUS is not the 'Beat' or 'Lost' tions resist the glittering offers look at the prospects shows us
left Beaver just one week and a generation, but the generation of Communism?
that Russia has not gotten ahead
few hours ago.
Mr. Phillips continued by il- of the U.S.
that builds a new and peaceful
Just one week and a few hours world."
lustrating the many demands
Mr. Phillips concluded his talk
ago . . . but now over two Divide Into Small Groups
made on the new governors or by saying, "We face the chalmonths have passed since the
That afternoon, after an ad- heads of these states. They have lenge. To be successful we need
Alaskan breeze first caught that dress on "An Approach to Stu- to respond to the hopes of their determination, the desire to saclittle white gym-shirt flag with dent Sharing" by Wilmer J. peoples and modernize in a big rifice and to work hard." And
its proud blue letters spelling Kitchen, National Executive Sec- hurry, or else the people will re- with this, the regional assembly
YUKON-TIKI.
retary of the United States elect a leader who will promise adjourned.

WUS Assembly Brings Problems
Of Other Countries Into Focus
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Bobcat Title Chances Disintegrate;
Eight Seniors To End Careers;
Drayton Is Four Year Starter
By CHARLIE MESHAKO
On Saturday eight Bates
seniors will remove their Garnet colors for the final time.
They are eight men who have
the intelligence, ability, and love
of football to enable them to represent Bates College throughout
four seasons. These men should.
be known better by the student
body. Toward this end, personal
sketches on the seniors follow:
JOHN MAKOWSKY, Co-Capt.
— "Mac" is a native of France
and now resides in Putnam,

I ing his graduation Jim expects i anchored the line down at tackle
' to fulfill his service obligations j for the past two seasons after an
before setting upon a career in interruption of service duty. Hub
was a starting end before he
the physics field.
FRED DRAYTON — "Duke" joined the service and was
has seen his football career switched to tackle to utilize his
jinxed by injuries. Fred pre- j 230 pound frame to best advanpared for Bates at Durfee High | tag*. Larry has also etched a letwhere he excelled in football and jter with his shot put heaves for
basketball. The flashy back has I the thinclads. Hub's major is
been in the starting lineup for j economics as can be evidenced by
his four years but injuries have I h's ardent promotioning of motor
cancelled the cashing in of his scooter sales.
potential. The track squad will be j GEORGE DRESSER — "Judas"
aided by Fred's well developed | started at center in the first game

By ALAN WAYNE
Bates College athletes competed in three scheduled meetings last weekend. The Bobcat booters scored an impressive
3-0 victory over their Bowdoin counterparts. The Bobcat
cross-country team swept the first five places en route to a
decisive 15-42 win against the Brunswick inhabitants. Also,
the favored Bobcat gridsters played respectable football for
thirty minutes before the Homecoming Day crowd, but, in
keeping with their format of this season, they again contracted a rampant case of second half-itis. The latter term is
not found in a medical dictionary. However, due to certain
language restrictions which must be respected by all publications, my ideas for a definition and descriptive examples
thereof cannot be printed.
Fullback Frank Vana, underrated guard Jack Flynn and
halfback John Makowsky were outstanding and the interior
part of the line was, for the most part, dependable. On the
other hand, poor coverage on passes and pitchouts, frequent
fumbles and several costly penalties dropped the Garnet to
last place in State Series play and nullified their chances for
a share of the title.
Roles Are Reversed
It will be a case of the same actors, but cast in different
roles this Saturday when the championship-hungry Colby
Mules and Quarterback Mark Brown will be seeking their
first outright title snce 1941 against the Garnet eleven. Last
season after whipping Maine and Bowdoin the locals traveled
to Waterville confident of annexing their second consecutive
crown. Makowsky tallied three touchdowns that afternoon,
but it wasn't enough as the Mules came from behind to spoil
the Bates Plan, 20-19.
Colby retained much of the 1957 squad which posted a 3-3
mark, and from many corners, including ths one, was expected to do considerably better this year. Losses to Williams
and Triniity have marred their record somewhat, but vic- Seniors who will play in their last inter-collegiate game Saturday include: Front (1. to r.)
tories against Brandeis, Springfield, Bowdoin and last week's George Dresser, Gerry Davis, and Dave Walsh. Rear: Larry Hubbard, Co-capt. John Makowupset of Maine (16-12) have finally lifted Colby out of the sky, Fred Drayton, and Co-capt. Jim Geanakos. Missing is Bill Heidel.
also-ran class. Contrary to last year, it is the Bobcats who
are in the role of possible spoilers, in that they are the only Conn. He has won letters both in ability when he continues his of his freshman year and has
thing that stands in the way of Coach Bob Clifford's contin- college and high school for his improvement in the field events. been a scrappy reliable performgent. With Maine a sure winner over Bowdoin, a Colby loss football and track talents. In Fred is a student council mem- er ever since. "Bugger" comes
would necessitate a tie for the title between the Mules and high school. John was a mem- ber, vice president of the senior from South Byfield, Mass., and
the Pale Blue. Who knows? — If the game is limited to the ber of Eastern Connecticut Con- class and a government major. starred at Newburyport High in
first thirty minutes, there could be a shake-up in the ference all-star squad and was Duke plans to join the air borne hockey, baseball, and football.
Maine all-stater last season. He after graduation.
"Bugger" has a couple of years of
standings.
A 4-1 record is the proud boast of the members of the spir- also won the award of being the
GERRY DAVIS — Gerry hails Bates baseball behind him and
ited soccer team (whoops, I mean club). The coachless won- outstanding back in Maine last from South Portland and played was proctor of East Parker last
ders played St. Francis yesterday and Thursday they will visit year. Mac also has the distinc- his football at Deering High and year. George is a government
the Mayflower Hill campus in an effort to avenge their one tion of being sought by the draft Wilbraham Academy. At Deer- major who hopes to continue his
loss of the season, 3-1 to Colby. Saturday the booters face boards of both France and the ing High, Gerry was awarded an education with graduate work.
Bowdoin in the season's finale at the home of the Polar Bears. United States. The speedster's honorable mention on the All- "Bugger's" presence on the footThe Bates harriers whose win last Saturday morning gave continuous gridiron improvement American team. Unknown to ball field is not only evidenced by
definite indication of distance strength for the coming indoor seem to be reflected by his words many, Gerry was a proficient his spirit and hustle but also by
season, will run in the New Englands next Monday in Boston. before every game, "I've never golfer and captain of his high his frequent use of "A-chew."
DAVE WALSH — "Knobby"
Getting back to football and a little back fence chatter, it been up so much for a game as school team. He also won the
was nice seeing so many former Bobcat stalwarts back for a I am for this one." Mac majors Portland Caddy Tournament and came to Bates after captaining
visit. Many of them appeared to be in pretty good shape and in French and after graduation was runner up several times dur- and starring for Rockland High
probably were anxious to suit up. Bob Martin, Paul Perry, will continue his position on the ing his high school days. At in Massachusetts. Knobby won
Bob Chumbook, Dick Ellis, Brian Flynn, Al DeSantis, Tom board of directors of Idle Wild Bates, Gerry has seen action at all-star honors in the Bay State
Vail, Mai Block, and Norm Levine, to mention a few, were Farms. Idle Wild Farms are the center, guard, and tackle and has in addition to being an Ailamdng the fans who witnessed Bowdoin coach Adam Walsh's originators of the Rock Cornish been regarded as a steady per- American honorable mention
former. History is his major and selection among the chemistry
last trip to Garcelon Field turn out to be a fairly happy one. game hen.

Harriers Crush Bowdoin 15-43;
Smith, Kenyon, Boston Pace Bates
The Garnet hill and dale men
came into their own Saturday,
humbling the Bowdoin Polar
Bears 15-43. After finishing second in a tri-meet against Worcester and New Britain State last
week, the Cats showed they were
up for the traditional rivals from
Brunswick with a five place
sweep.
Lead At Two-Mile Mark
After Roger Bates, acting as
rabbit, ran a blistering 5 minute
first mile the astounding Rudy
Smith took over .followed by
teammates Jeff Kenyon, Larry
Boston, Pete Schuyler and Al
Anderson. At the two-mile mark
the Garnet had broken the race
wide open. To say the Bowdoin
legsters were outmaneuvered and
stunned remains a major under-

JAMES GEANAKOS, Co-Capt.
— "Greek" gained his football
experience at Ipswich (Mass.)
High where he also played basketball. In addition to being captain of his high school team, the
rugged guard was an all-state
nominee and a participant in the
state all-star contest. Jim has
been a starting stalwart at guard
for three years, but has been
kept below peak efficiency by a
series of injuries. Off the field,
the Co-Captain is proctor of John
Bertram Hall and can usually be
found spending a fair amount of
time in the physics lab. Follow-

statement.
As usual in the greuling fourmile grind, it was a combination
of skill, and just plain guts that
paved the way to a win. With
men like Reed James running
despite an ankle injury and Pete
Schuyler who came on from
ninth to fourth place and running
stronger 6n every hill the Cats
wouldn't take no for an answer.
Rudy Smith showed his old
form even on the roads as he
danced over the four-mile course Lewiston who just might upset
the dopesters in the coming winin a fine 21:34.
ter track circuit.
Show Strength
In track circles the word had
The summary:
been, watch Maine and Bowdoin
Bates: 1, Smith; 2, Kenyon; 3,
for the distance men and Bates Boston; 4, Schuyler; 5, Anderfor field men and sprinters. Sat- son. Bowdoin: 6, Miller; 7, Mcurday's race has shown there are j Gover; 8, Moran; 10, Bean; 12,
some fast moving upstarts from Daugherty.

he is president of the History
Club. Gerry is also proctor of
Chase Hall and a member of the
Education Club. He plans to follow a career in teaching.
BILL HEIDEL — Bill has been
at quarterback for four seasons
and is highly regarded as a signal caller in New England.
"Butch" lives in Meriden, Conn.,
and played ball at both Meriden
High and Mount Hermon. Bill is
considered the most versatile
athlete on the squad having won
letters in golf and baseball in the
off seasons. He also played baseball and football in his pre-Bates
days. Bill is majoring in economics and wears a wedding ring. In
fact, today marks the fifth day
of his fatherhood. Butch not only
calls signals but also informs the
boys if "it's a no hit the ground
day."
LARRY HUBBARD — Larry
is another married man and
lives in Darien, Conn. "Hub" has

majors in the United States. The
raw-boned end returned to help
the team this year after a fling in
intramural competition. Dave has
participated in Jayvee baseball
at Bates and is also known as the
chief referee of intramural basketball contests. In addition, the
chemistry major is a member of
the Education Club and the
Anti-Huron Organization. Dave
plans to follow a chemistryteaching career after graduation.

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
We specialize in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parties
Delivery Upon Request
54 Ash Street
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Bowdoin Embarrasses Garnet, 14-14
Mules Seek State Crown; Hawkes| Leads Second Half Surge;
Garnet Prime For Upset Vana, Makowsky, Flynn Outstanding

in the drive. Makowsky got a net 42 before being forced out of
By JACK DEGANGE
Coach Bob Clifford boasts a
It was just one of those typical. couple and Vana added six to the bounds. Condon then let go andouble-barreled quarterback at- Bates - Bowdoin games of recent j 22. It was Vana again moving off other heave in Hawkes' direction
tack in Al Rogan and Mark years. The Garnet were off and tackle for a first down on the 14. and the chunky back slipped beBrown. Both signal callers pos- running at the start of the affair Co-Captain Makowsky bucked hind the Garnet secondary and
sess shotgun arms and an ability and then they seemed to lose for two more and then Vana gathered the leather in on the 15
to pick off postmen Pete Cavari their spark as the Polar Bears broke out for another first down and went over untouched. On the
and Ed Burke as they trespass came back to more or less upset at the Bears' three. From there it conversion attempt it was Hawkes
through enemy property. Should the plans of a fine Garnet Home- took three plunges before Ma- sweeping out to the right, being
the ends have trouble infiltrat- coming crowd with a pair of sec- kowsky slithered off tackle and hit a couple of times but still
ing the Bates defenses, or more ond half scores. At any rate, the into the promised land. A Heidel making it across the line. That
likly should a wet day hamper final 14-14 tie is the closest Bow- to Jim Wylie pass made it 8-0.
made it 14-8 and all was not
the Mule throwers, the visitors doin has come to winning since
Midway through the third pe- peaches and cream.
can switch tactics to George
Climax Of Series Play
Roden and Mike Farren, running
The big question is due to be experts.
answered Saturday, right here Forward Wall Has Potential
on the Garnet's own stamping
The Colby forward wall has
grounds. Will the agile, but un- the potential to raise much troupredictable Bates Bobcats prove ble. Six foot five inch, two hunto be too elusive for the May- dred and fifty-two pound Bob
flower Hill hunters, or will they Sargent is awaiting his annual
be caught in the open field and standout game this Saturday.
trampled to death by the spirit- Co-Captain Tom Conners at cened Mule? Colby needs the Cat ter has been the most consistent
carcass or at least half of it to standout of the Mule line. His
bag their biggest catch since picture is featured in this week's
1941 — full possession of the program. In total, the Colby beef
Lewis O. Barrows Trophy. The is well developed and talented.
Mules are apparently not satis- Second Half Also Important
fied with a three-way cut of last
Opinion has it that if the
season's State Series cake.
Hatchmen can pile up a big
Revenge Uppermost For Cats
enough lead in the initial half,
The tides have turned almost they may be able to outlast the
completely, however, since last Blue and Gray effort. The Bobyear's Bates-Colby contest. After cats have been strictly first half
overpowering Maine and Bow- performers to date, but have
doin in '57, the Garnet took much failed to realize that in the pig- Halfback John Makowsky (10), minus inter ference, is stopped by two Bowdoin defenders.
water at Waterville. Now, in '58, skin business, first impressions Other Bates players are Hayes (64), Lersch <24), Gurney (83), Dresser (50), Welch (57),
the Bobcat forces for reason of are of no great significance. If the
revenge, if not for emulation Cats are to claw Colby, they must Geanakos (68), Hubbard (77), and Wylie (80).
purposes, must strive to steal the continue to play an offensive the last time they won a State riod the Garnet were back in
It seemed forever beiore the
Mule lines and emerge with then- game after the halftime march- Series game in 1955 and most again. Jim Keenan broke up the j Garnet were out from under the
ing band performances.
own brand of upset.
everyone remembers who they Polar Bear offensive with an in- shadow of their goal posts and
were playing that afternoon. It terception along the left sideline before they were Bowdoin had
seems that retiring coach Adam and moved from the fifty yard come back to bring the scoring to
DRY CLEANSING
Walsh
has been able to get his line to the Bowdoin 17. It took a deadlock. The third period endSERVICE
aggregation into a winning mood just one play to get the score. ed with Entin kicking to the
Tel. 4-7326
only twice since 1953 and on one Heidel dropped back and nailed Garnet ten and after Makowsky
occasion they were entertaining Vana coming across the middle got three, Bill Lersch fumbled
Call and Delivery
the Bobcats. (The other team has and Vana needed only a step and the ball was covered by the
been dropped.) It's all well and more before he was in the scor- Bears' Al Merritt on the Bobcat
good that Mr. Walsh like any ing column. On the conversion ten. But here the Garnet stiffenother hardworking coach, should attempt Vana tried to sweep the ed, held for downs and took over
^■^
INCOftPOftATIO
'♦T^
be entitled to an occasional vic- left end but was tripped short of on the two. Two plays gained
OCANKM * rv**ua»
Sabattus Street
one yard and Bob Muello got off
tory, but why does it keep hap- the tally by George Entin.
College Agent, Barbara Farnum
We Serve The Beet
a wobbly kick that went out of
pening on the next to last game O'Meara Shows Talent
of the season?
Still the Bears were doing bounds on the Garnet 21.
nothing. They threatened mildly Bears Tie Game
Garnet Lose* Title Tie Hope*
This time the Garnet couldn't
As far as the present State Se- when a bad pass from center on
ries is concerned, the Garnet are fourth down got away from hold and on the first play Hawkes
now out of the title picture but punter Larry Hubbard for a got plenty of blocking and swung
could still have something to say twenty yard loss to the Garnet 20 around the right end and edged
249 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON
as to who will be the champion. but from there the Black and his way down the sidelines for
A Bobcat win this week over White were stymied and the Cats the score. Going for the tieColby would leave it in a two- regained possession. Freshman breaking points-after, he was
way tie while a loss would give Brian O'Meara directed the at- snowed under.
That was the end of the scorthe Mules their first outright tack that was halted on the Bowing but not the end of the action.
title since 1941. But that's an- doin 14 by the gun.
other story.
After completely dominating Bowdoin never got another threat
69 SABATTUS STREET
Neither the Polar Bears nor the first half it looked as if the going but in the last minute the
the Garnet could get any kind of Bobcats were going to have Garnet got a little spark as Heidel
threat going in the first period of things pretty much to themselves hit Vana with a long toss that
their clash Saturday. However, in for the rest of the afternoon but loosened up the Bowdoin secondthe last minutes of the period, Old Adam had other ideas. It ary on the Bowdoin 40 but on the
sophomore Frank Vana, making was at this time that the game last play of the afternoon Heidel
his first start of the season and turned into a virtual nightmare was brought down before he
turning in a fine offensive perfor- as the Garnet couldn't get the of- could get the ball away.
mance throughout the afternoon, fense moving and Bowdoin began Good-bye Mr. Walsh
— Features —
got a hole up the middle and to move out on their own.
Jack Flynn was the outstanding lineman in the game while
with a couple of blockers drove Hawkes Sparks Bowdoin
24 yards to the midfield stripe.
After an exchange of punts Vana came into his own in his
Fleet-footed Johnny Makowsky opened the third period, Bowdoin first starting game. As has been
picked up five more and the Cats got possession on their own 19. seen in the past the Garnet have
To Eat Here and to Take Chit
seemed to falter before Johnny Jack Condon, who has teamed up their good afternoons and their
M — got loose for a first down with Entin to throw more passes bad ones and it always seems
Telephone 2-0701
on the visitors' 37 and picked up than the rest of the state's chuck- that they have a little more
seven more to the 30 as the pe- ers put together (almost any- trouble than they expect from
Corner Horton and Sabattus Streets
riod ended.
way) , went on his merry way Mr. Walsh's prodigies. That unVana, Makowsky Lead Offense
and hit the Danvers (Mass.) explainable something is still
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE
It was these same two doing flash, Bob Hawkes. with a screen haunting the Garnet every year.
the carrying with the sophomore pass to the 25 and Hawkes skit- Good-bye. Mr. Walsh, and good
sprinter getting the bigger gains tered up the sidelines to the Gar- luck.

By JACK O'GRADY
From Waterville, Maine, the
Blue and Gray of Colby College
are preparing to set out on their
third invasion of the current
state hunting season. The alert
Mule machine sports an annihilated Polar Bear as one fender
and an astonished Black (and
blue) Beai* on the other after
two weeks of Vacationland bear
hunting.

CREAM
COLBY...
and
after the game .. it's

COOPER'S

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL

Luiggi's Pizzeria
Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti

T
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Colby Shocks Maine, 16-12;
Brown Determines All Points
At Orono, Saturday, one of the home team marched 56 yards for
biggest upsets of the New Eng- the touchdown. The all importland football scene this year oc- ant points was unsuccessful as
curred as quarterback Mark quarterback Bob Pickett fell atBrown with an assist from his tempting to rush.
fellow Colby Mules defeated Champeon Scores
powerful University of Maine 16Three minutes later, Maine re12. More than 7,400 Homecoming serve tackle Haddon Libby refans had their big" day spoiled as covered a Colby fumble on the
Colby overcame a two-touch- Mule 14, and after a few short
down deficit and scored the win- gains, Champeon again circled
ning touchdown in the last 90 end for the score, and once again
seconds of the game.
the attempt to rush for the allBrown Dominates Game
too-important points for Maine
The entire game was dominat- failed as Randy White was
ed by Colby quarterback Mark knocked down attempting to
Brown who performed the best rush. The most crucial play of
game of his college career — the game came in the second
passing for both Colby touch- quarter as Jack W.elch ran 66
downs, threw passes for the all- yards to the Colby 31, and carimportant extra points, and twice ries by Welch and deGrandpre
produced important first downs took the ball to the Colby two,
on key help plays. Colby used but here fullback John Theriault
only 16 men in a savage football fumbled and the Mules recovgame, but these few were ered.
enough to upset the plans of
The second half saw Colby
Maine for the Barrows Trophy, come back, as they dominated
symbolic of State Series domina- play and scored 16 points to
tion.
overcome what appeared an inThe first half of the game was surmountable lead in face of the
pretty much of the same story as strength of the Maine defense.
the Bates-Maine game the pre- However, quarterback Brown
vious weekend, as the Colby line kept the Mules both in the game
was smothered, out-charged and and deep in Maine territory
trapped with comparable ease, once when, at 13:30 of the first
and the Black Bears marched to period, he passed to Pete Cavori
two quick touchdowns early in for a score, the climax of a drive
the game. At the ten-minute from the Maine 46 in five plays.
mark of the first quarter, Wayne The same play went for an extra
Champeon skirted his left end point, a Brown-Cavori pass.
The final tally, which came
for the touchdown, after the

Soccer Club Triumphs Again;
Blanks Polar Bear Varsity, 3-0
Last Friday the Bates Soccer Club started Homecoming off in fine style by whitewashing the Polar Bears from Bowdoin 3-0. This victory brought their record up to the 4-1
mark. All four wins have been shutouts.

* b)ew when Krarner's shot hit the
The only team to score off funbacks Dick Yerg and Paul cross bar.
But to prove that this was no
Goalie Art Agnos has been Colby I Ginini had the Bears' forwards
in their 3-1 overtime victory ear- j bottled up. With Coach Fred fluke, Dave in the opening minlier in the season.
j Turner running the club from the ute of the last quarter centered
sidelines the Cats dominated the the ball across the goal mouth.
Defense Is Sound
In the scramble to clear the ball
The Bobcats started out very entire first quarter.
the inept Bowdie defense booted
fast with quick passing, always I Walka Opens Scoring
it past their startled goalie to
keeping the pressure on the | Erich Walka who has been make the score 3-0. Walka just
Bear goalie.
This pressure outstanding the whole season fi- missed adding another a few
proved to be too much for him nally opened the scoring when he minutes later as his shot curved
as he went out after being deflected in a corner kick from wide at the last moment.
kicked in the head by Fred a scramble in front of the goal Conclude Season Saturday
Beauchemin on a scoring at- at 19:50.
Bowdoin has obtained varsity
tempt. He proved only to be
The second quarter opened up status for its soccer team, but
shaken up as he came back into with the Bears trying to score this fact made no difference to
the game later.
the equalizer. But they could do the Cats. The game was played
Goalie Agnos had little trouble j nothing against the sturdy de- under intercollegiate rules that
in the first quarter as his two, fense. Dave Kramer upped the limit the number of players to
score to 2-0 after a corner kick
with 90 seconds remaining, was had been deflected out to the 16. As is evidenced by the score
as a result of Brown's coolness. right wing position. His low drive Bates has come a long way in
When Roden was dropped one j was to the fgr corner gjvmg ^ soccer this year. This week the
team finishes up their season
yard short of a first down on : goalie no chance to make the
with games against Colby and
the Colby 45 as a result of a comBowdoin.
pleted pass on third down,]"
The lineups:
Brown, needing one yard, passed Kramer Tallies
Bowdoin
Bates
cooly to Bob Burke up the cen- | In the second half the Cats had Agnos
Parnie
goalie
ter, who caught the ball on the very little trouble keeping the Yerg
Bowman
right full
Appleby
left full
Maine 23. and was off for touch- . ball in Bowdoin territory. With Gianini
Coughlin
rhb
down territory. The conversion, | rough George Deuillet leading Adams
Rushforth
chb
Bockman
a Brown to Farren pass was i the forwards and tricky Dave Leonard
lhb
Gardner
good. Score, Colby 16, Maine 12. Rushworth the halfbacks, the Whelton
Pulsifer
rf
rf
Glover
Maine made a game try to re- | Bates' offense dominated most Deuillet
cf
Bloomfelt
cover, as with 90 seconds remain- of the third quarter. They came Walka
Evans
Beauchemin
If
ing they marched to the Colby 8. close to scoring as the whistle Kramer
If
Holden

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE-BUT TODAY'S L'M GIVES YOUPuff
by
puff

They said it couldn't
done! Only a few years
ago, the four-minute mile
seemed unattainable.But
on May 6,1954, the barrier
was shattered, and since
then, the feat has been
repeated again and again.
Last summer five men
bettered four minutes in
one race!

DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!
Change to L'M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better
taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's EM combines these two essentials
of modern smoking enjoyment-less tars and more taste-in one great cigarette.
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